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**Abstract**

This paper takes a fresh look at an economic calculation device vital to actions and investments in various markets, the price index. Despite its importance, the price index has been surprisingly overlooked in previous studies in the sociology of market devices and financial instruments. In economics and in the history of economic thought, however, there is substantial amount of intellectual work concerning the construction of index numbers, desirable characteristics of index numbers and the relationship between index numbers and economic theory. To overcome this gap, this paper zooms in on the construction of a basket of price indexes on the one hand, and on the application of this basket in the processes of standardizing calculations in the market for procured public transport in Sweden, on the other. As such, the paper contributes with new knowledge to the sociology of market devices by providing conceptualizations of the price index as a device to standardize calculations and thereby levelling out the market conditions, which are, as it were, understood as necessary for constructing procurability.
Introduction

In most countries, price indexes are used to measure the value of money in the short term. In specific sectors and industries, the prices of goods and services that are particularly important for that part of the economy is collected and placed in a basket. Price indexes are used to measure both price trends and inflation, but also the impact of taxes on the cost and capital structure across the industry. Like many other sectors and industries, the public transport sector has its own price indexes.

Price indexing has received surprisingly little attention in the sociology of market devices and financial instruments thusfar. Indexing has been mentioned in analyses of the operations of stock markets (Maurer, 2002; MacKenzie, 2006), arbitrage and arbitration (Ashton & Christophers, 2015), investors’ and traders’ decisions and behaviors (Svetlova, 2012) and in the construction of prices (Muniesa, 2007; Caliskan, 2007). Yet, even when prices as phenomena in their own right are interrogated socio-culturally (Zafirovski, 2000; Beckert, 2001; Beunza, et al, 2006), price indexing and the contested terrain of calculating aggregated avageres is largely absent from the discussions.

In economics, there is a long history of calculating and debating the construction and use of price indices (e.g. Klein and Morgan, 2001). The idea that price levels fluctuate and that the value of money change over time has been known for ages, as consumers and businesses often have experienced the harsh costs of inflation. Finding a formula for calculating a price index that displayed the variations over time did not emerge until the late 17th century (Klein and Morgan, 2001). Yet, it was not until Irvine Fisher (1911; 1922), who brought a broader interest in the quantity theory of money and business cycles to bear on the development of price indices, that an allegedly robust formula using a geometric mean was introduced (Boumans, 2001; 2004).

Looking at economic theory, a number of theoretical-cum-methodological challenges linked to price indexing have emerged. What prices are to be measured? Is it selling price or listed price that should be measured? Different customer groups sometimes pay different prices for the same product. How is this reflected in the index? Prices may also vary between different places. The same product or service can be sold using differentiated prices depending on where it is consumed. How can indexing incorporate this? These issues have been discussed within economic theory for a long time. Yet, they are not only of theoretical interest, for they also reflect attempts by states and public authorities to govern and regulate certain sectors and industries of the economy, including publically procured public transport.

The purpose with this paper is to investigare how and why price indexing emerged in the market for procured public transport in Sweden and in what ways it has been used since it was introduced in the mid 1990’s. What indices and measurements have been included in the index basket and how have the market actors perceived and used the indexes as a device for calculating and evaluating bids in the procument process? This study has been conducted within a larger research project that explores the creation and operation of markets for public transport in Sweden. During early 2018, observations and interviews were conducted with key staff at metropolitan public transport authorities and with members of the Index Council, a council that sorts under the Partnership for Public Transport, a multi-stakeholder trade association working on establishing various standards for the sector. In total, eight interviews were conducted and each interview lasted between 45 minutes and one hour. Prior to conducting the interviews, we produced an interview guide with a handful of questions and
issues to be brought up during the interviews. We focused on the standardization of the procurement processes and procurement contracts, including the standardized design of the price index basket as well as the use of it in recent procurement processes. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed on the basis of the theoretical discussion informing this paper.

Theorizing market devices and price indices

Prices and pricing will here be discussed in relation to the calculation and use of indices based on averages. Whilst price indices have been intensely debated in economics and economic thought and involve several theoretical-cum-methodological challenges related to the nature of prices as conveyors of information, which will be explicated more below, less attention has come from the perspective of economic sociology of markets and market devices. To bridge that gap, this theorization of price indexing is informed by the works of Callon, MacKenzie, Muniesa and others who have established the research agenda on the economic sociology of market devices during the past two decades.

Distriuted knowledge and the market as a society of prices

The research of markets devices in economic sociology, organization studies and science and technology studies has flourished since Callon et al (2007) published the edited volume Market devices. The concept of a market device denotes “a simple way of referring to the material and discursive assemblages that intervene in the construction of markets”, according to Muniesa et al (2007, p 2). As such it includes phenomenon like pricing models, rankings and score cards, merchandizing and marketing tools, as well as protocols for trading and aggregated indicators. This multitude of market devices also reflect the plethora of markets that have been studied in this field of research, including derivatives markets (Millo, 2007; MacKenzie and Millo 2003), consumer and whole-sale markets (Çalişkan, 2007) and markets for natural disasters (Fourcade, 2010) and carbon emission trading schemes (Callon, 2009; MacKenzie, 2009; Lovell, 2014; Bigger, 2017). Despite this multitude, a common theme within the literature is that markets are understood to operate as socio-technical networks whilst markets devices generally are equated with different forms of standardized economic calculations (Callon and Muniesa, 2005; Kalthoff, 2005). By following and modifying standardized economic calculations, like models, formulas and protocols, each market actor contributes to rendering the market operational and contribute to its performance.

Whilst much of the research on market devices and pricing zooms in on financial markets, where pricing is subjected to fairly advanced, mathematical and therefore black-boxed formulas and protocols, less attention has been devoted to retail or whole-sale markets, and even less on markets constructed through the means of public procurement. Looking at traders in whole-sale markets, Çalişkan (2007) has interrogated the market devices used by regional and local traders in a cotton market in Izmir, Turkey. A myriad of prices enter the picture as traders, besides using actual prices as they emerge through exchange, also deploy prosthetic prices to explore leverage and profit opportunities, and rehearsal prices that frame the cognitive spaces of the exchanges (Çalişkan, 2010).

When price indices are explicitly interrogated, it is generally in the context of financial markets. Millo (2007) has studied the origins of index-based derivatives and observed that the growth in derivative trading has been closely connected to the development of stock market indices, like Dow Jones 30 and Standard and Poor’s 100 or 500 indices. Whilst index-based derivatives are “merely the products of mathematical procedures”, their construction as legitimate trading entities has been dependant on “a heterogeneous forum of agents (exchanges and regulators) that together transformed the cultural, political and practical
aspects of commodities trading into qualities that were assigned to the new financial contract” (Millo, 2007, p 210). In other studies, composite stock market indices have been studied in relation to how they impact derivative markets and financial trading. Lépinay (2010), for example, has studied a global bank and the implications of designing financial services that promise to beat a basket of stock market indices by a factor of 1.2. The models that underpin these financial services, he explains, is black-boxed and not revealed to neither costumers nor competitors. Whilst calculating aggregated averages in stock markets is a rather straightforward procedure - by tracking a number of individual stocks and their prices during one day, an index is calculated by adding all prices and dividing them by the number of stocks – most other price indexes, such as the consumer price index, require more empirical work and involve more theoretical assumptions. Other than as benchmarks, stock market indices are rarely problematized in the literature on financial markets.

The methods of aggregating prices
The understanding of pricing and price indexing discussed above differs from the price indices as market devices that is the focus of this paper. Unlike financial markets and the use of indices as benchmarks, governments deploy price indices as devices to adjust its expenditures and to stifle monopolies and ologiopolistic markets in the interest of consumers. Goverments have also been using price indices to construct markets for publicly procured goods and services and adjust its expenditures according to changes in the average cost of living, e.g. by pegging welfare benefits to consumer price index (Blackorby & Russell, 1978; Diewert, 1990)

Price indexing has developed using two methods, one called the matching method, the other the hedonistic method. What differs between them is their opposing views on whether prices must be observed or estimated. With the matching method, governmental agencies simply observe prices by selecting a sample of sellers and products and collect a price in the initial period for each of the products selected. At a second period, the governmental agencies gather the price for the very same products from the same sellers as in the first period.

“The price index is computed by matching the price for the second period with the initial price, observation by observation, or “model by model,” as it is often somewhat inaccurately called.” (Triplett, 2004, p 12)

This is the standard and preferred method amongst statisticians, economists and government officials because of its accuracy and reliability. However, ever so often products disappear from the retailers’ shelves and are replaced by similar but somewhat different products, carrying different prices. When a product’s price cannot be observed and there are changes in quality, price is estimated. Hedonistic measurement methods, as these estimations are called, are often used for products where it is not possible to observe a change in price that does not also account for a change in quality (Triplett, 2004; Bascher & Lacroix 1999). High-tech products are a case in point, as both quality improves and prices change more frequently than prices are measured (Abel, et al, 2003). Economist Zvi Griliches (1930-1999) devoted his entire career to figuring out how to measure “hard-to-measure goods and services” (Berndt & Hultén, 2009) and was one of the most important contributors to the development of hedonistic measurements (see e.g. Griliches, 1971). He contributed by developing logarithmic methods to estimate the development of technology and its quality improvements and link these to changes in aggregated average prices (National Research Council, 2002; Abel et al, 2003).
Irrespective of which method used, all price indices face one and the same problem: how should quality and quantity be measured for different products and services, and over which time (Aizcorbe, & Pho 2005)? Depending on the measurement and time-scale used, prices vary. A minor error in one part of the equation might have huge impacts in other parts. To take one example, miscalculations in quality improvements for one product might have huge impacts when aggregated. Measurement is also another area of contestation. Should prices be observed or estimated, and during which period? And which products should be included or excluded in composite indexes? As has been discussed above, the debates about the pros and cons on the different methods and schools of thought have fluctuated in economics, as has the prices in the economy that the indices seek to measure.

Whilst prices and price indices here has been discussed in relation to market devices primarily used in financial trading, and as devices used by governments in various ways, not much has been said about public consumption and public procurement. Unlike in a private market with many sellers and buyers, public procurement is organized in such a way that governmental agencies offer a contract on which anyone is free to place a bid. The governmental agency then evaluates the bids and choose the bid which is the most favourable in terms of price and quality. Different private markets operate according to their own idiosyncrasies, yet politically constituted markets, including public procurement processes, paradoxically resembles the ‘perfect and efficient market’ the way that it is often described, and to some extent problematized, in many undergraduate economics textbooks. This is hardly surprising though, as public procurement legislation is modelled on the basis of a disembodied, efficient market where buyers and sellers exchange “at arms length” in order to enhance public value whilst avoiding any suspicions about corruption and nepotism.

Building upon this view of the political constitution of markets, we follow Fourcade (2010) in her analysis of “prices as artifacts”. For as much as prices are artifacts of market exchanges, they are perceived and treated as objects by the market actors and the devices that they use in the making the market operational. Whilst this view of prices as artifacts unveil how the price mechanism establish “tradability” in the market (Fourcade, 2010), we seek to investigate how procurability is established with the use of a basket of price indices. So, let’s now turn to the case of publicly procured public transport in Sweden and trace how price indexing have been used as a market device for standardizing calculations and levelling out the conditions for the actors in the market, both incumbent and newly entering ones.

Standardized contracts and public procurement of public transport in Sweden

The Partnership for Public Transport is a multi-party collaboration for actors within the Swedish public transport industry. Representatives from the Regional Public Transport Authorities are members in their capacity as purchasers of public bus- and train-services together with the private bus- and train operators. Other members include The Swedish Transport Administration, which is a governmental authority, and the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions. The partnership was formed with the aim of doubling both the market share for public transport and increasing the level of ridership. In order to fulfill these two aims, committees and councils have been formed to develop processes that are regarded as important for fulfilling these aims. The so-called Contract Process is one such process. Since the Regional Public Transport Authorities procure traffic from the private market, a market with a limited number of private bus- and train operators, the public procurement process constitutes the backbone of the market for public transport. As in the rest
of Europe, a few operators dominate the market for procured public transport. Besides the Swedish based company Nobina, there is Hong Kong-based MTR, German-owned Arriva along with the two French-owned Transdev and Keolis, which together has won so many contracts that the market for procured public transport has been described as “mature”. The ambition is to widen the group of bidders, something that proves difficult.

**Collaboration**

The Index Council is one of several collaborative councils under the Partnership for Public Transport. The joined efforts in this council with stream-lining the Contract Process have resulted in four types of standardized contracts, agreed upon among the members. Two for bus traffic and two for train traffic. For each mode of transport, there are two versions: one incentive-based and one production-based standardized contract. These standardized contracts constitute templates, or are seen as a kind of smorgasbord from which regional procurement agencies select sections or certain solutions, we were told by several civil servants. The Partnership has also support functions, mainly targeting smaller regions who are conducting public procurements only occasionally and therefore lack sufficient experience. The Index Council is described as one of the more successful results of the Partnership, as the members represent both Regional Transport Authorities on the one hand, and the bidding private bus- and train companies on the other. The current work done by the Index Council is fairly uncontroversial, we were told, but this is the outcome of negotiations and collaborative experiments over a longer period.

When price indices were introduced in the procurement processes of public transport in Sweden in the early 1990’s, it was a disputed device. The bus companies were the main advocates for using indices, as they were reluctant to carry the risks that an uncertain future, following unpredictably price fluctuations, could potentially imply. The procuring public transport authorities were more hesitant, since many of them by then regarded the profits in the market as high enough and that indices would give the private companies additional advantages. When first implied, about 70 percent of the total contract sum was indexed using the official consumer price index, but over a ten-year period the share expanded and finally the entire contract sum was covered by a handful of indices, effectively making up a price index basket. After the 1990’s the contracts also started to become longer. The extension of contract periods constituted a driving force behind the development of using several indices, since none of the parties regarded it as feasible to handle contracts over 10 years or more, without hedging the risks it would incur for both purchaser and operator.

Not only have indices become fundamental for the procurement process as such, but the methods have also become increasingly complex. The current construction the Index Council is suggesting as a standard basket, entails that each cost type has its own price index: one for labor costs, another for fuel and yet another for interest rates. The bidding companies specify in their bids how they want to allocate the weight of various types of costs, and thereby create their own version of the standardized index basket. The weight range for each type of cost is specified in the tender. For example, labor costs, the main item, can range between 50 and 60% of total costs, fuel between 10 and 15% and so on. The company compose from these weights their own bid and connect the right price indices to mirror the total costs they project.

But the complexity does not end there. As each cost type follows one specific price index, these indices must be determined in detail. For labor costs this has traditionally been the Swedish Labor Force Index (“AKI ArbtsKraftsIndex”). The catch is that this index is no longer the official index in Sweden, but it is still produced by Statistics Sweden and remains
in-use thanks to some anonymous purchasers of the data-set. It will be replaced by a corresponding index at EU-level, LCI or Labour Cost Index. The construction of this index is slightly different, where the main problem for the public transport market in Sweden has been related to the fact that it has both a preliminary and a final version, whereas the Swedish AKI is only published once for each period. This creates problems of how to construct the contracts where the index periods have to be fixed and this remains to be solved.

*Transitions between indices*

The transition from one index to another is one of the many concrete issues that aggravate the use of index and motivate the existence of an Index Council, the former head of the Index Council explained to us. Another motive is to give suggestions for a suitable base-year or base-month, which is essential in relation to the LCI-index described previously. Another chronically prevailing question concerns how the composition of various cost types in the contracts depend on technology shifts: many diesel and bio-gas buses are now replaced by electricly powered buses, with consequences for the use of indices since the technological developments are occurring at a fast pace. As older versions of batteries and busses are replaced by newer and more advanced ones, it is difficult to observe changes in prices from one period to the next. Prices therefore have to be estimated.

The importance of indices is also confirmed by a tacit agreement amongst the parties in the Contract Process, an agreement saying that indices and how they are constructed in practice should be excluded from a potential appeal process. This must be understood in light of the surge in legal processes related to appeals on decisions of public procurement. But to facilitate the longer contract periods that both public purchasers and private operators have agreed upon, the price indices are now regarded such an essential component that they have been placed beyond disputes in courts, according to the former head of the Index Council.

The indices have another important role in the procurement of public transport services. As the bids from the interested traffic operators disclose how they compose their index basket, and how they weight different cost types, this makes it easier for the regional PTA’s to evaluate the realism of the individual bids. This, then, become the foundation for the “shadow calculations” the purchasing PTA’s are making. Not only should the bids that are obviously too high or too low be removed, as the legislation states, but the index basket also make these “shadow calculations” slightly easier, as the complexity of the bids give the private operators an upper hand since they generally have more experience. Because bus operators place bids in different PTA’s across the entire country more often than individual PTA’s procure traffic, apart from the metropolitan PTA’s who procure traffic in quite frequent intervals, they gain more experience with working with the contracts than most of the PTA’s.

In spite of their importance, price indices have a secluded position in descriptions of the Partnership for Public transport and the work with standardizing the contracts and the procurement processes. The term “neutrality in business”, that constitute the formal motive behind the work by the Index Council, hide the calculative practices conducted by both operators and purchasers. The indices require a continual maintenance and surveillance of how each index is composed and how it functions in relation to the traffic operations and ultimately in the procurement itself. Indices are constantly changing as regards what prices are collected and how various components are weighted. Sometimes an entire index is replaced, as the example with labor costs, where the national index will be replaced by the EU-index with problems following from such a transition. Another example of technical
questions requiring an Index Council, is what base year to select and the implications of the decision.

Calculations of procurability

As our case study has shown, public procurement is a device for making public transport a market in Sweden. Public procurement is a composite process managed by the Regional Public Transport Authorities. The tender document covers a wide array of topics: some of them technical in character, some involving safety, quality and a myriad of other “soft” aspects that are being evaluated after the bidding has closed. As discussed above, there is also a tendency of longer contracts, as the procurement process in itself is demanding. The amount of details, the overall complexity and longer contract periods, make the market and the cost associated with operating traffic more unpredictable. Fluctuations in the prices of natural gas, diesel and gasoline are examples of this. Price indexing is a market device that standardizes calculations and thereby enable the hedging of risks for the winning bidder, and thus contribute to making a “mature market” for public transport possible in an unpredictable price environment.

Price indexing, as has been shown in this case, is not only a key to standardizing calculations and to hedge risks, but it also contribute to levelling out the market conditions. So, whilst public procurement here has emerged as a device for constructing public markets, price indexing has emerged as necessary for constructing procurability. Procurability, then, denotes the process whereby public transport services are boxed-in and turned into an investment object suitable to public procurement processes. With a basket of indexed prices, the costs the bidders have to cover is adjusted according to changes in the individual indexes. We suggest that procurability is achieved in a two-step process. First, price indexing works as a standardized form of calculative device to hedge risks. Second, when brought together and composing an index basket, this basket becomes a market device making possible the public procurement process.

The construction of an index requires identification of items and the price at a given moment in time for each item. Labor costs, to take one example, is not only wage, but also taxes and various additional costs that compose this type of cost. This index construction can also have wider implications, illustrated by the national and European alternatives for indexing of labor costs and the different principles they are based on. Drawing upon the theoretical discussion and our extended case study, price indexing here emerges as a calculative device heavily involved in the attempts to combine standardized reasoning and entrepreneurial imagination (Beckert, 2016). Price indexing is a necessary part of rational economic decision making, whereby an imagined future state of the world is created and stabilized. By relying on price indexing, an unpredictable future becomes ostensibly governable since its reduces the variations in cost risks.

The Index Council, constituting an arm of the Partnership for Public Transport, do however not restrict their work to isolated indices. To mirror the conditions in the industry, a basket of indices is agreed upon and functions as basis for the tendering processes in the regions. These baskets function as a template for both purchasers and operators and simultaneously have a flexibility as the bids differ in how the basket is composed. As far as the imagined futures hamper the interest among the potential bidders to become involved in or enter the market for procured public transport, the construction of the price index basket can be seen as an essential infrastructure for configuring and levelling out the conditions for the incumbent and
entering actors. At the same time, the construction of the price index basket forms a social arena for disputes, where different interests and conflicting views emerge, which are connected to the various techniques being used. The Index Council functions as this arena, a place where the idea of indices firstly gained acceptance by both parts in the early 1990’s and currently hosts discussion on various technical issues such as transition of indices or consequences of technology shifts in the sector.

Discussion and conclusion

This paper has looked the price index as an calculation device vital to actions and investments in various markets. Whilst the price index has been quite overlooked in previous studies in the sociology of market devices and financial instruments, this paper zoomed in on the construction of a basket of price indices on the one hand, and on the application of this basket in the processes of standardizing calculations in the market for procured public transport in Sweden, on the other. The index basket emerged during the mid 1990’s, when contract periods where getting longer and fluctuations in prices of fuel and salary led to unpredictable cost structures for the traffic operators. At the beginning, all costs were pegged to the consumer price index, but only a few years later, an industry specific basket was developed, including labor costs, gas prices, vehicle costs, interest rates etc. The use of the indexed price is entrenched in the public procurement process as the bidding companies want to hedge risks in cost structure. For the regional PTA’s the use of the indexed prices is related to the evaluations of bids. By using the price indices, the PTA’s engage in “shadow calculations” and thereby figure out how much a bid should be worth if calculated accurately.

This paper has contributed to previous studies by going beyond stock market indices to investigate price indices as market devices in public markets and public procurement process. By providing conceptualizations of the price index as a market device used to standardize calculations and thereby levelling out the market conditions, this paper has showed that bidders hedge risks related to the cost structure in the industry. Indexing as a calculative device is not enough to make public procurement possible in the context of public transport, but the additional use of the basket of indices, what we here have termed procurability is established. The basket of indices and a broad acceptance of this market device has emerged as a requirement to facilitate the procurement process. Procurability denotes the construction of something – a public transport services in this case – so it can be publicly procured. For public procurement to be possible, then something must obtain the attributes of procurability. It is in this process that price indexing and the construction of a basket of indices play vital roles as they turn prices into artifacts, whilst at the same time render public transport a fixed object of investment by financially boxing-in the service that is being subjected to public procurement.
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